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The Solidaridad I satellite, operated by the Mexican-US partnership SatMex, went out of
commission prematurely in late August, disrupting television broadcasts, rural telephone service,
and other transactions for 107 corporate and government clients.
While causing some disruptions, the loss of Solidaridad I did not present a major problem for
Mexico since the satellite accounted for only a small percentage of Mexico's transmission needs. The
majority of the country's satellite business is carried on SatMex V, launched in February 1999.
Two other satellites, Solidaridad II and Morelos II, also provide service to Mexicans. Still, SatMex
and telecommunications regulators will have to scramble to find alternatives for some Solidaridad I
clients, since the three other satellites cannot fully compensate for the loss of service caused by the
demise of Solidaridad I.
"Ninety four percent of users who represented 86% of utilized capacity have had their services
restored or have been assigned available satellite space," said SatMex president Lauro Gonzalez.
But some clients were left without service, including 12,000 rural secondary schools, which
lost access to public television transmissions. This prompted SatMex and the Secretaria de
Comunicaciones y Transportes (SCT) to consider alternatives. "We will consult with SatMex to see
where we can utilize some of the unused capacity that has been reserved for the government," said
Communications and Transportation Secretary Carlos Ruiz Sacristan.
Solidaridad I was launched in 1994 and had been scheduled to provide service to Mexican clients
until 2006 or 2007. But the loss of its main computer in April of this year and a short circuit in
its back-up computer five months later forced SatMex to terminate operations on the satellite
prematurely.
Technicians from manufacturer Hughes Electronics Corp. said the computer malfunction caused
the satellite's panels to lose their alignment with the sun, which was its power source. The loss of
power, in turn, forced the shutdown. "The technicians recommended the satellite's operations be
terminated because the batteries had reached their minimum acceptable level," said Jorge Nicolin,
president of the Comision Federal de Telecomunicaciones (COFETEL).
SatMex is planning to spend US$250 million to replace Solidaridad I, a cost covered by insurance
companies. "The contract with the insurers will enable us to obtain the necessary funds to replace
the satellite, in accordance with the technical specifications required by Satmex," said company
president Gonzalez. SatMex is a joint venture comprising Mexico's Grupo Autrey, the SCT, and USbased Loral Space Communications. (Sources: Reuters, 08/28/00, 08/29/00; Novedades, 08/28/00,
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08/30/00; The Dallas Morning News, Notimex, Excelsior, 08/29/00; El Financiero, La Jornada,
08/29/00, 08/30/00 El Universal, 08/31/00; El Economista, 08/29/00, 08/30/00, 08/31/00; Reforma,
08/28/00, 08/29/00, 08/30/00, 09/01/00)
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